Abstract. This work presents implementations and tuning experiences with parallel irregular applications developed using the object oriented framework DAM-PVM/DAC. It is implemented on top of DAMPVM and provides automatic partitioning of irregular divide-and-conquer (DAC) applications at runtime and dynamic mapping to processors taking into account their speeds and even loads by other user processes. New implementations of parallel applications tuned for shortest execution time are investigated. They include
Introduction
DAMPVM/DAC ( [1] , [2] ) is implemented on top of DAMPVM ( [3] ) and uses its dynamic features like process allocation and migration. It allows to use external load balancing algorithms (like the one proposed in [4] ) thanks to a special communication protocol. Dynamic process partitioning is used to create at least as many processes as the number of available processors in order to keep all of them busy. Dynamic process migration is invoked before dynamic process partitioning if enough tasks are already available to balance the load or if it is necessary to move some tasks because some nodes have become overloaded by other users ( [2] ). Other similar systems either do not provide process migration or do not take multi-user environments into account. APER-ITIF (Automatic Parallelization of Divide and Conquer Algorithms, formerly APRIL, [5] ) translates serial C programs to be run in parallel using PVM with no automatic compensation for irregularity. REAPAR (REcursive programs Automatically PARallelized, [6] ) and Cilk ( [7] ) are thread-based approaches. Java is represented by ATLAS ( [8] ) and Satin ( [9] ) targeted for distributed memory utilizing work stealing. Frames ( [10] ) and Beeblebox ( [11] ) are other framework-based approaches.
With respect to mapping particular problems considered in this paper, [12] work is based on the Young Brothers Wait Concept (YBWC) explained in [13] . The leftmost branch of a (sub)tree needs to be evaluated first before its right brothers are spawned as separate processes and evaluated in parallel. [14] , [13] describe a distributed chess program ZUGZWANG and various experiments with it. [12] and [15] (includes experiments on networks of workstations as opposed to the aforementioned works for shared memory systems) describe the APHID algorithm which partitions the tree among available nodes in a master-slave fashion and lets the slaves analyze their parts independently. The top part of the tree is assigned to the root processor which takes care of some fixed number of top levels of the tree and assigns higher levels (further from the root) to the slaves. [16] presents the ideas behind Chinook which won the World Championships in checkers. An algebraic model of divide-and-conquer is described in [17] while mapping strategies presented in [18] and [19] .
DAMPVM/DAC Features and Tuning Mechanisms
The DAMPVM/DAC framework ([15] ). DAMPVM/DAC offers asynchronous messages which can be sent to parallel processes spawned before by the same parent ( Figure 3 ). Thanks to a handler function registered by the programmer, a process can intercept an asynchronous message, update its data and thus narrow the search space by cutting off subtrees. Setting maximum levels and node indexes, partitioning processes of at least a given size. The implemented scheme enables to set maximum levels at which dynamic partitioning can be invoked ( Figure 2 ). This prevents from spawning too short tasks with small subtrees. According to YBWC ( [13] ) in search subtrees should wait for the values of and from the leftmost subtree. The special partitioning level for the leftmost top level branch is usually set to higher values than the general one for the others. This enables to partition the leftmost top level branch while the others are waiting. In later stages of computations the maximum level is lower as all top level branches can be spawned. Moreover a minimum index of a node which may be partitioned at a given level can be set. Setting it to 2 prevents from spawning tasks at a certain level if the leftmost node at this level is still being executed ( Figure 2 ). This allows to apply YBWC. Additionally, DAMPVM enables to partition only tasks larger than a predefined threshold. Tasks can report their sizes using method DAC::DaC VectorSize() provided by the programmer. Although impossible to predict accurately for applications like the search this prevented small subtrees to be spawned as very short processes. This in turn prevented scenarios in which communication and synchronization costs were larger than parallelization gain.
Partitioning and Tuning Divide-and-Conquer Applications
The presented applications were implemented in DAMPVM/DAC, tuned as described below and executed on a LAN network on up to 16 SUN workstations. The results are shown in Figures 5 and 6 while the typical sizes of application trees in Table 1 . Maximum partitioning levels and asynchronous messages were required only by the most complex example which was the search. All could be optimized by providing accurate estimation of computational costs of subtrees assigned to processes which were used by DAMPVM/DAC schedulers. Largest processes were partitioned first.
Search Engines.
As an example, a GoBang game was implemented in which two players put crosses and circles in turn on the board. The one who has first put its five pieces vertically, horizontally or diagonally wins. [15] explains three problems that prevent parallel implementations of the scheme from reaching high speed-ups: synchronization overhead/idle time, parallelization overhead due to communication between processors, process creation etc. and the search overhead mentioned above. The experiments (Figures 5 and 6 ) showed that the maximum partitioning level of 3 for the leftmost subtree and 2 for the others were optimal. Sets of 2 and 1 resulted in idle time for larger numbers of processors and higher levels in too small tasks being spawned. In the latter case large synchronization overhead greater than parallelization gain was observed. The minimum node index was set to 2 in order to force YBWC. The DAMPVM scheduler has been modified so that it sends dynamic partitioning requests to tasks larger than a certain threshold (60 for maximum depth 8 for position in Figure  4) . The size of a task is determined using method DAC::DaC VectorSize() which was set to
. This change has improved performance although is not accurate for irregular trees. The main problem is that the depth of the tree is low (Table 1) and dynamically spawned trees can be very small which causes large synchronization delays with the parent process. A simple move reordering ( [20] ) strategy was implemented:
1. Perform a quick shallow search sequentially (depth 6 for the position in Figure 4) .
No parallelization is done at this stage (DAC is disabled). 2. Put the best move at the beginning of the first level move list. 3. Execute the deeper search (of depth 8) in parallel.
[12] and [20] discuss iterative deepening and transposition tables. The above algorithm intentionally sacrifices some time by executing the shallow search. It compensates with shorter total execution time thanks to move reordering and using better and from the best move from the shallow search for cut-offs. [12] describes Scout search with zero-size windows in order to check whether a candidate move is better than the current best and its parallel version -Jamboree search. Move reordering can be applied to all moves at a given level. . Although computing Fibonacci numbers recursively is inefficient it is regarded as a good benchmark for parallel divide-and-conquer systems since it is very fine-grained i.e. there are no computations in the leaves. Both applications are easily parallelized by DAMPVM/DAC due to large and reasonably balanced trees. Since the trees have large depths in the order of 1-40 (Table 1) even subtrees which are dynamically spawned at higher levels are still large. This implies that vector sizes could be set even to fixed values. Imbalance is detected by DAMPVM/DAC schedulers in a later stage of computations and partitioning is invoked again. Communication and synchronization costs are low compared to computational costs as opposed to unpredictable and often small sizes of subtrees in search. Figures 5 and 6 show results for
Recursive Parallel Fibonacci and
respectively. Finding Twin Primes. The goal is to find out how many twin prime numbers are in range
for the results in Figures 5  and 6 ) is divided into two parts which are then divided recursively until their lengths have reached a predefined number of elements (10000 in Figures 5 and 6 ). For large enough ranges of large numbers the tree is more balanced than for the irregular integration shown in [1] which results in a slightly better speed-up ( Figure 5 ). The size of a vector is equal to the number of elements which may be a good estimate in this case. Notice that this problem was not formulated recursively. Alternatively, the initial vector could be divided statically into as many subvectors as the number of available processors. However, if a task is migrated to another machine when one is recaptured by the owner a considerable imbalance occurs since tasks can not be partitioned. The recursive formulation adds overhead due to recursive calls (Paragraph 4) but maintains the dynamic partitioning capability which enables to produce smaller tasks and achieve a smaller imbalance. Adaptive integration and image recognition. These examples are analyzed in detail in [1] and [2] respectively. Comparing regular images (uniform patterns across the image, results for 4000x4000 pixels, 8-bit depth shown in Figures 5 and 6 ) to a smaller ROI (Region of Interest, 400x400, 8-bit depth in Figures 5 and 6) can be compared to the twin prime example with respect to the speed-up and the size of the tree ( Table 1) Figures 5 and 6 ) due to unbalanced trees. In the latter case, the tree is deeper (Table 1) so it can be partitioned to smaller processes and mapping achieves a smaller imbalance. The size of a vector is set to the number of pixels in the assigned part of the image or the analyzed range respectively. [2] shows that migration is not profitable for large trees which can be divided into reasonably large subtrees by dynamic partitioning (like integration).
DAMPVM/DAC Overhead and Optimizations
DAMPVM/DAC introduces additional overhead to the recursive mechanism including:
1. tracking dynamic partitioning requests from DAMPVM schedulers, 2. storing: the pointers, the number of vectors and indexes of analyzed nodes at various levels, highest dynamic partitioning levels for next DAC invocations, 3. setting process sizes at runtime: after new tasks are spawned, before and after data is gathered from processes spawned at the currently visited level.
The overhead can be evaluated by comparing the execution time of an application using DAMPVM/DAC and the best possible static implementation, both executed on one processor. All the presented examples have been implemented without DAMPVM/DAC as well. The results are presented in Table 1 . The worst (highest) 0 ) 0 ratios were obtained for the Fibonacci and examples. This is because there are practically no computations performed in the leaves, the trees are reasonably large and the overhead described above is considerable compared to real divide-and-conquer operations executed at each level of recursion. [9] compares the overhead of a similar Satin system where invocation records need to be registered to other implementations like Cilk ( [7] ) or AT-LAS ( [8] ). Thresholding techniques similar to those described below are mentioned. DAMPVM/DAC shows the overhead very similar or lower than Satin.
Migration in DAMPVM is based on the PVM 3.4 message handlers ( [21] ). Signals are caught as soon as any PVM function is called ( [22] ). Thus the current DAC implementation contains calls to pvm nrecv() from an unexisting source waiting for an unexisting message. It was shown that no visible overhead is introduced when this function is called up to level 15 for narrow but very deep trees like the Fibonacci example and up to level 6 for wide and shallow trees like the GoBang example. These values do not restrict the dynamic partitioning capability since the subtrees below these levels are reasonably short and trees are always partitioned from the root so they do not reach these limits in practice. , twin prime examples and irregular applications like integration of irregular functions, recognition of irregular images benefit from efficient automatic partitioning in DAMPVM/DAC due to reasonably large trees and the ease of evaluating the computational costs of subtrees. On the other hand, in the search there is a trade-off between the reduction of execution time due to parallelization and the costs: both the search (reduced by asynchronous update messages) and synchronization/communication overhead. Experimentally derived maximum levels and the minimum size of a process for partitioning try to prevent synchronization costs higher than the parallelization gain. Future work will be focused on merging remote clusters running DAMPVM/DAC using tools like PHP or Java servlets.
